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Abstract

The Optical Communications Demonstrator (OCD) is a laboratory-based lasercom demonstra-

tion terminal designed to validate several key technologies, including beacon acquisition, high band-

width tracking, precision beam pointing, and point-ahead compensation fimctions. It has been un-

der active development over the past few years. The instrument uses a CCD array detector for both

spatial acquisition and high-bandwidth tracking, and a fiber coupled laser transmitter. The array

detector tracking concept provides wide field-of-view acquisition and permits effective platform jit-

ter compensation _md point-ahead control using only one steering mirror. This paper describes

the detailed design and characterization of the digital control loop system which includes the Fast
Steering Mirror (FSM), the CCD image tracker, and the associated electronics. The objective is to

improve the overall system performance using laboratory measured data.

The design of the digital control loop is based on a linear time invariant open loop model. The

closed loop performance is predicted using the theoretical model. With the digital filter programmed

into the OCD control software, data is collected to verify the predictions. This paper presents the

results of the system modeling and perfomance analysis. It has been shown that measurement data

closely matches theoretical predictions.

An important part of the laser communication experiment is the ability of FSM to track the

laser beacon within the required tolerances. The pointing must be maintained to an accuracy that

is nmch smaller than the transmit signal beamwidth. For an earth orhit distance, the system must

I)(; at)le to track the, receiving station to within a few microradians. The failure to do so will result

in a severely degraded system performance.

1 Introduction

Tim goals of this effort are to characterize the end-to-end systein performance of the digital controller

tbr the Ot)ticai Communcation Demonstrator and to prepare for the upgrade of the Fast Steering

Mirror that could substantially improve the pointing accuracy. To improve the pointing accuracy, the

existing system software was modified to collect data which could characterize the FSM, the FSM

electronics, and the camera imaging subsystem. The system is measured in I)oth open loop and closed

loop operating modes. A linear time invariant open 1OOl) mod(;l is (tcv(;loI)ed and is used in the design

of a compensating digital filter. The closed loop performance is predicted using MATLAB. With the

digitM filter programnm(t into the ()CD control software, data is collected to verify the predictions.

This paper l)rescnts the results of the system mo(leling and t)erformance analysis.

2 Laboratory Measurements

2.1 Hardware

The OCD (lesigll is descril)(:d in (letail in [4]. For tim purposes of analyzing the mirror (:ontrol system

to imi)mve the l;u_er Imacon tracking, the system is groul)cd (:oncet)tually into subsystems.



The ()CD forward loop consistsof the DSP which runs tile control and imagingsoftware,the
DAC whMl convertsthe digital filter signal to an analoginput signalfor the FSM _rvo, and the

two axis FSM servo and mirror. The FSM position sensor is a CCD which reports a centroid value

derived fl'oin the CCD image. The DAC, FSM servo, and mirror are treated ms the system plant. The

CCD is treated a.s elements which only contributes to the system delay within the target control loop

bandwidth c_f 10(} Hz and are niodcled as such. This does not nlcan however that it is tile only element

ill the loop which contribute to the system delay. The DSP and tile DSP software are considered to

make up the digital filter.

2.2 Data Collection

The OCD FSM control law is implemented on a Texas Instruments TMS320C44 Digital Signal Pro-

cessor (DSP). All system code changes, i.e., software written and compiled to run on the DSP, and

all data capture are a(:complished by way of the Signalogic(tm) digital signal processing development

environnlent. The data collected for these experiments were obtained at a real-time system rate of

2KHz. This system can buffer data sequences of up to 4000 l)oints long.

_.Data gathered for the mirror operating in open loop mode was accomplished by inputing a known

signal, such _s a sine wave, into the OCD Fast Steering Mirror(FSM) control driver circuitry. The

open loop data was collected for two input cases, a sine wave and a white noise signal.These input

digital signals were generated in the DSP software. Each digital input point represents the desired or

commanded centroid pixel location which is essentially how mirror position is measured. The FSM

positions were then determined by reading tile CCD camera calculated centroid values for both the

Mirror X- and Y- axes. The values collected for these experiments consisted of the generated input

centroid signal and the calculated centroid results from the CCD camera.

In closed loop operation, the loop is closed aromM a coml)ensating digital filter. The mirror

position, i.e. the centroid calculation, is fed back and subtracted from the desired position. This error

is then input to the filter in or(Icr to produce the mirror control signal which is applied to the FSM

driver control circuit. In the closed loop mode, a sine wave signal was applied in a way similar to the

ot)en loop method. However, the colnpensator drives the mirror in an atteinpt to track the sinusoid

input. The int)ut signal and tile fi,edback centroid information are simultaneously recorded at the

Sa,lnl)le rate of 2 KHz.

In either open ()r close(1 loop mode, the data w&s obtained for selected discrete input sine wave

fi'equencies. For open loop mode, the white noise input was generated by creating a DC signal where

the level is fixed for a given numl)er of sample intervals and is (letermined by a random number

generator. The updatc rate for the latter signal w_s 1 KHz, i.e the level is fixed for two samples, with

a s(xtucn(:e length of 2000 points.

3 Open Loop Characterization

A m(_(h'l for the open loop lnirror was deveh)ped for each axis of the mirror position controller. A

white II_)ise signal was inje(:te(! into tile Ol)Cn loop mirror control system ;it tile input to the loop, see

Figure l. The digital output and input data. was saved to a file and then analyzed in the fl'e(luen(:y

donlain using MATLAB. Tile I)rocedure used to estimate the frequency response function is described

ill Secti(m 9. In a.ddition, digital sine waves at selected discrete frequencies were input to the open

I()(+I) systeln and the data l'C<'+)rded. The tnagnitude and t)hase data for I)(+tll tile white noise, and sine

wavp inputs were, l)l+)tt<,<l ti)r e;wh axis. As exl)ected the tw(_ sets ()f data agree ;m shown ill Figure 2

;Ul([ Fi_lm, 3.

.\ s(,cmM _)l'(l('r linear tinle inv:ll'i;int model w;m derived eml)iri(:ally using MATLAB by fitting the

[)pen h)_)p (lat;t in I)[)th allll)litulle ;Ul([ phase. The (lotted lines whMi (:_)inci(le with the Ule;mured



a'esponse,s ill Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the bode plots of the, resulting MATLAB models.

The X-Axis Mirr(,r Plant Model, Mz(a) in Equation 1, lla_ a double pole estimated, to be at 18.5

Hertz with a dmnifing ratio of 0.5. The Y-Axis Mirror Plant Model, M v(s ) in Equation 2, has a double

pole. estimated to be at 19 Hz with a clamping ratio of 0.45.

13500

= .(, + a7 0.5. + 2 (i)

13900

M:t(s) = s2 + 38 * 2_ * 0.45s + (19 * 27r)2

The additional l)ha.se delay attril)uted t.,, any time delays in the loop, e.g.

centroi,l, is linearly modeled by Hr(.s) in Equation 3 and H:I(._ ) in Equation 4.

(2)

calculating the new

,)

H:_(._) - (3)

Wl_ere Td._.=0.00166.

-s+ 2
= (4)2

s + "l:l_

Where T,l,/=0.{}0125.

The resulting modele, l ol,en l(,op system pha.se delay can 1,e seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5 along

with the measured open loop system phase delay data. The fitting parameters such as gain, phase

delay, poles, and damping ratio of the linear model are varied such that the norm of magnitude and

phase of the estimated transfer fimction minus the fitted transfer is minimized.

4 Closed Loop Prediction

Using the MATLAB open lool) plant model, the loop wm_ closed around a continuous time equivalent

of the digital filter designed I)y B. Lurk: and S. Sirlin [3]. The digital filters are included below in

Equation 5 and Equation 6 and are.do(:um,'.nted in th(:ir memo dated January 29, 1997. The design

is based on pole-zero cancellation or pole shifting where the st, able poles of the plant are cancelled by

zeros of the digital filter and repla(:ed with poles in more desireable locations [2]. The conversion of

the linear systems fi'om continuous time to dis(:rete time domain and vice versa assumes a sampling

interval of 2 KHz. The closed loop system for each axis is diagramed in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The

frequency domain plots for phase and amplitude of this closed loop system predicted by the MATLAB

models are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11. The X-Axis digital filter, Cz(z) ,

was modified slightly to a,:co, mt for the different X-Axis plant poles.

C,:(z) = 4011 - 1.9403z -_ + (}.9435z -'2] (5)
1 - 1.1765z -_ + 0.1765z -2

C,,(z)= 48.3911 - 1.9435z -I + (}.9465z -2] (6)
1 - 1.1765z -_ + 0.1765z -2

Th(, digital filter eqmtti()ns wcr(' ('onv(:rtcd to th,:ir e(luivah_nt (:ontinous time rel)resentation in the

[.al)l_u:,_ (h,m;tin. set: E(lu;tt.i,)ti 7 ;m(l Equation 8

66.(}2s 2 + 7674.5.s + 8921217.7

C,(._) = ._2 + 2799.8s - 1.243:_7e - 9 (7)



X-Axis Y-Axis

Measured Pr(;dicted Measured Predicted

-3dB BW 128.6 Hz 146 Hz 112.6 Hz 177 Hz

(Magnitude)

Phase at -126 (tegrees -138 degrees -126 degrees -ll0 degrees
f= 100Hz

¢1

T;lble 1: OCD Mirror Closed Position Loop Measured and Predicted Results

80s 2 + 8810._' + 979180

C,,(.s) = .s2 + 2799.8s - 1.24337e - 9 (8)

The open Ioo !) transfi_.r fun(:tion whi(:h inclu(les the compensating filters is used to determine the

gain and l)hase margins for each axis. The o¿)en loop bode plots for for the x-axis transfer function,

C_:(._)G_(.s')H:_(.s), and the. y-axis transfer fimction, C,l(s)G:_(s)Hy(s), are shown in figure 14. The

n,s,dting x-axis gain and ph_use margin are 2.895 and 53.73 degrees. Similarly, the y-axis gain and

t)h_6e margin are 2.94{}4 and 53.41 degrees. These margins provide for a measure of the system

stability.

5 Closed Loop Verification

Experimental data wa,_ taken to characterize the c,losed loop performance with the digital filters

in place,. The OCD mirror control system was closed around the digital filters in Equation 5 and

Equation 6 which were implemented in the OCD software. The filter gains were adjusted separately

for each axis in the math models to achieve approximately 100 Hz of control bandwidth. The closed

loop system was then tested to verify the math model predictions. Sine waves at discrete frequencies

and steps were input as position eomman(ls into the closed loop mirror position control system. Each

axis wa.s tested independently. The empirical results are shown in the bode and time domain plots

ahnlg side tim predicti(_ns in Figures 8-13. For the Y-axis closed loop control, the predicted magnitude

l'(_Sl),)nse -3 dB 1)andwidth was near 177 Hz, l)ut the actual turned out to be slightly over 110 Hz,

Figure 9. For the X-axis close(l lool) control, the predicted -3 dB bandwidth was slightly over 146

Hz _tnd the measured was well over'100 Hz, Figure 8. The Y-Axis predicted phase delay at 100 Hz

was about -110 degrees, Figure 11. The Y-Axis measm'ed phase delay at 100 Hz was -126 degrees, a

14.5 % difference between predicted and memsured. The X-Axis predicted phase delay is-138 degrees

and the measured phase delay was -126 degrees which is about 9 % better than predicted, Figure 10.

These results are listed in Table 1.

The discrel)ancy b('twccn the predi(:tcd and the measurcd curves at the higher frequencies, above

50 Hz I)y inspection, indicates that there are some non-negligible nonlinear effects in the real system.

Tim ratios of input over error fi)r sine wave inputs at discrete frequen(:ies were plotted along with

tim pr(_di(:ted input oww error ratio lmsed on the MATLAB model, see Figm'e 15 and Figure 16.
u(._)

The transfer fim(:ti(ms used t.() derive the l)re(ticted _ frequency domain resl)onses are shown ill
E(lu;ttion 9 and Equation 1(1.

U,.(._)
- l + C:,:(.QM,:(._)H_(._) (9)

E_.(._)

U,,(.,)
- i + (lO)



6 MATLAB Model Based Predictions

We want to In'edict system Imrfonnan('e for a rliffcrent mirror and different mirror drives. Assuming

the new mirror [:all be characterized well by a second order linear system, a MATLAB model was

created for a mirror plant where the first resonant fi'equency is wn=50 Hertz with damping, _ = 0.5.

Three separate cases are analyzed, the new mirror with no delay added, a second with a one sample

interval delay added, and the third with apl)roximately a three sample interval delay. Here, the sample

interval is assumed to be 0.0005 second. The latter case is the delay which is present in the current

system. The two cases with delay are modeled with the &flay in the feedback path. Since this is

a theorcti(:al ex(;rcise, it is a.ssumed that both axes of the new mirror are identical and not coupled.

Hence, we will not i)e specific in terms of x- and y- axes. The proposed new nfirror plant model is given

in Equation 11. The digital filter, C(z) in Equation 12 ,is designed using stable plant pole cancellation

a._ was (lone fi)r tile existing digital filter dis(:ussed in the previous sections.

99000

U(s) = s2 + 100 • 2_r • 0.5s + (50 * 27r)2 (11)

All - 1.8318z -1 + 0.8546z -2]

C(z) = 1 - (1 + Pc.)-' + P,-z -2 (12)

Where P,. is chosen to he a real valued nmnber less than 1.0 and the choice for A, the forward gain,

is a tradeoff between system bandwidth and overshoot.

The digital filter equation was converted to their equivalent continous time representation in the

Lal)l;tce domain, se(; Eqmttion 13. The performance w;Ls then analyzed using (:ontinuous time domain

te(:hniques.

For P_ = 0.08.

C(s) = A[s2 + 3755.3s - 8195879.6] (13)
s 2 + 5051.4s - 1.5621e - 7

The delays are modeled I)y the tranfer flmction Hi where i = the number of samples delay.

Ho(s) = 1 (14)

-s + 4000
H1 (._) - (15)

s + 4000

-s + 1200
H3(s) -- (16)

s + 1200

Tile closed loop transfer flmction then becomes

Y(s) A . C(.QM(s)H_(s)
- (17)

U(s) 1 + A. C(._)M(.s.)ni(s)

Where i = (},l,or 3.

For the case where there is n() delay in the system, f/o(s), we choose A = 80 and Pc = 0.08 for the

digital filter values. The (:los('d loo 1) system resi)onse then indicates a 21.8% nlaximum overshoot and

a -:biB bandwidth of at)l)roximately 900 Hertz.

If we add in a one Saml)le delay modeled I)y Ht(s). then choose A = 20 and Pc = 0.08, tile closed

1oo I) resI)ollse remllts ill :,t In;txilItunl oversh()()t of 29% ;tn(I ;t -3dB I)andwi(lth of approximately 373
H,u'tz.



C_,_t,roller Vahms
A

No Delay,Ho 8(I

1 Sanq)h, Delay, Ht 20

3 Sample Delay, H:_ 8

0.08

0.08

0.08

Results

f-sao Max O.S. Phase Margin Gain Margin

903 Hz 21.8% 48.76 (leg 4051.2

373 Hz 29% 46.98 deg 2.61

178 Hz 32.8% 47.09 deg 2.39

Table 2: OCD Mirror Clost;d. Position Loop Predicted Results

For tile three sample delay, Hs(.s), the choice of A = 8and Pc = 0.08 results in a closed loop

response with a maximum overshoot of 32.8% and a -3dB bandwidth near 183 Hertz. Table 2 summa-

rizes these results. Figures 16 and 17 show the closed loop magnitude and phase response for all three

cases. Notice that to m_tintain a similar l)ha.s(_ margin and maximmn overshoot for all three cases that

the forward gain and I)andwi(lth ar(' reduced significantly a_s the delay increases.

In addition to the frequency d()main characteristics of predicted system discussed above, the time

domain error resl)onses due to a step input are plotted and shown in figure 18. Tile increasing overshoot

and settling tinms demonstrates the difference ill tracking performance between the three cases.
¢

7 Summary

This paper characterizes the end-to-end digital control system performance for the OCD. The fre-

quency domain characteristi(:s of both the compensated and uncompensated system were measured

and modeled. Also, the time domain response of the closed loop system was sinmlated and compared

to the measured response. A model based analytical tool for performance prediction was developed

for the OCD. This model was then used to predict performance for a new mirror. From the model and

model-I)a,sed simulations, we are able to deduce the effects of system delays on system performance.

The real system was also modified to generate digital test inputs and allow for measurements to be

e;_ily gathered. Hence, the al)ility to collect real Imrforman(:e data is now part of the system. This

featm'e provides tbr a systematic apt)roach to (luantify any fllture upgrades to tile OCD.
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9 Appendix A

Tile following data analysis procedure is taken from [6].

Ttle time series input data, x(rnt_), anti output data, y(mts), m a positive integer and ts the

sampling time, are detrended. Next, the data is passed through a Harming filter to prevent spectral

leakage in the Fourier domain.

The magnitude and l)hase response of the system arc estimated using the detrended filtered time
series data.

The frequency resl)onse estimate for a single-input/single-output system is calculated using the

tbllowing equations.

where

(f)l,_jo¢:)If_,./(f)- :. -Ill,:,, . (18)
a:,::,:(f)

2 Nu

dr.v(f) - NdT E xi(f, T)- Y/*(f, T)
i=1

is the averaged estimate of the on.sided cross-spectrM density and

(19)

,2G'_:.r.(f) - N_T IXi(f , T) (20)

is the averaged estinlate of the one-sided auto-sprectral density.

T = Nt_, Length of the data subrecord in seconds N= Number of data points in the data subrecord

T_ = NdT, Total record length of tim data in seconds

Nd= Nmnl)er of distinct and disjoint subrccords of length T seconds in the total record.

t._= Sampling time

Xi(f, T)=Finite Fourier transform of the ith subrecord of the time series data, x(mts) and

Yi(.f, T)=Finite Fourier transform of the ith subrecord of the time series data, y(rnts)

The system magnitude resl)onse = t[-Iz_/(f)l and the system 1)ha.se resl)onse is ¢(f). The estimated

t,rallsfer t'unction ha.u v;ducs _tt the tbll()wing dis(:rete frequencies f = fa where fa = _,k fork = O, ""' TN
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Figure 19: MATLAB Mod(:l Pre(licitions Of A New Mirror(w/w,, = 50 Hertz) Closed Loop Error
Response to Step Input.
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